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1 Introduction

The present doctoral thesis is a collection of interrelated works on the economic causes and
consequences of climate change. Throughout its chapters, it invites the reader to critically
analyze a variety of methods used for investigating fundamental questions regarding
climate change and its economic impacts, as well as to reflect on the methodological
improvements that are proposed in it. As a whole, this thesis represents an interdisciplinary
effort to advance in the understanding and modelling of the Economics of Climate Change.

Part I is composed of chapters 2 to 4 and addresses the detection and attribution of climate
change through statistical methods. This part of the thesis reviews the methodologies and
results found in the literature and proposes new approaches to study the attribution of
climate change. In Part II, the economic impacts of climate change and the widely used
Integrated Assessment Models are studied. Through chapters 5 to 8, the impact functions in
these models are examined and methodological improvements are proposed. Part III
focuses on different aspects of the estimation of regional and local impacts of climate
change. Chapters 9 to 15 investigate aspects relevant for projecting and understanding
climate change impacts at these spatial scales. Methods for testing for the existence of a
warming trend in extreme events, to model uncertainty and risk and to downscale climate
scenarios are discussed and new approaches proposed. This section also includes a critical
analysis of the common practice of supporting policy relevant documents on non peerreview, grey literature. Chapter 16 presents the conclusions of this thesis and discusses its
implications for policy making. Future research, limitations and some extensions of what is
presented here are also discussed.

1.1

A brief description of the scientific basis of climate
change.
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The climate system is a highly complex dynamic system consisting of five major
components (atmosphere, hydrosphere, cryosphere, lithosphere and biosphere) and their
interactions. The state of this system over a particular period of time, typically 30 years, is
known as climate and it is often described in terms of mean and variability of relevant
quantities such as temperature and precipitation (IPCC, 2013a). The evolution of the
climate system is determined by its own internal natural variations and changes in natural
and anthropogenic external forcing factors.

The incoming energy from the Sun is the driver of the climate system. Part of this energy is
reflected back to space due to the albedo of the atmosphere and surface of the Earth, and
part of it is absorbed by the system. The heat engine of the climate system balances both the
differences in heat distribution over the planet and the total absorbed and outgoing
radiation. Given that the Earth is a sphere, regions closer to the equator receive more
radiation from the Sun than regions closer to the poles. These heat imbalances are
redistributed by the coupled circulation of the atmosphere and ocean, evaporation,
convection and precipitation (see Piexoto and Oort, 1992). In order to maintain a relatively
constant climate, the climate system must also balance the absorbed solar radiation by
emitting the same amount of energy in longwave radiation back to space. The greenhouse
gases play an active role in the Earth’s energy budget and in determining the equilibrium
temperature of the climate system. These gases are transparent to the incoming shortwave
radiation from the Sun but are opaque to many wavelengths of the outgoing thermal
infrared radiation. The molecules of the greenhouse gases reemit the thermal radiation in all
directions— part of it reaches the surface again and it is absorbed, increasing the
temperature of the surface in relation to the temperature that would have been obtained
without the presence of greenhouse gases (Lindsey, 2009; IPCC, 2013a).

Changes in external factors affect the Earth’s energy budget and create imbalances between
the incoming and outgoing energy in the system. These imbalances, known as climate
forcing or radiative forcing, are corrected by means of warming or cooling the temperature
of the planet since, according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law, the amount of heat that a body
radiates is directly proportional to the fourth power of its temperature. Climate change
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refers to deviations from a reference climate that persist for extended periods of time and
lead to identifiable changes in the statistical description of its properties. This phenomenon
is governed by changes in the global energy balance, and can be driven by natural factors
such as solar radiation, volcanic eruptions and changes in the shape of the Earth’s orbit and
axis of rotation as well as anthropogenic causes, such as changes in the greenhouse gases
concentrations in the atmosphere and the emissions of aerosols (Stephens et al., 2012;
Hansen et al., 2011).

1.2

Detection and attribution of climate change through
physical climate models and statistical methods.

The fundamentals of the greenhouse effect, the consequences of altering the atmospheric
concentrations of some of the trace gases (greenhouse gases) on the Earth’s energy budget
and the resulting change in global temperature were formulated as early as the 19th century
(e.g., Fourier, 1824; Tyndall, 1873; Arrhenius, 1908) and rest on sound physical and
chemical principles that are hardly debatable (IPCC-WGI, 2007; Fleming, 2005). However,
large uncertainty persists until today regarding the magnitude and timing of the changes in
climate that would occur in response to modifying the atmospheric concentrations of
greenhouse gases, as well as how long it would take for all feedbacks of the climate system
to occur in order to reach a new equilibrium state. Observed climate contains a mixture of
high- and low-frequency natural oscillations and a potential climate change signal can be
masked or exaggerated by these natural variability processes for long periods of time (Wu
et al., 2011; Swanson et al., 2009).

As such, establishing the existence of a climate change signal in the observed data, and
determining if at least part of this signal can be accounted by human activities, has proven
to be not only a complex task due to the nature of the problem itself and the existence of
diverse confounding factors1 but also a contentious task due to its political and
1

According to Hegerl et al. (2010) “confounding factors may lead to false conclusions within attribution
studies if not properly considered or controlled for. Examples of possible confounding factors for attribution
studies include pervasive biases and errors in instrumental records; model errors and uncertainties; improper
or missing representation of forcings in climate and impact models; structural differences in methodological
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socioeconomic implications (Gleick et al., 2010; Tol, 2004; Stern, 2006). These research
topics go beyond the pure scientific interest as clearly reflected by the opening paragraph of
the Good Practice Guidance Paper on Detection and Attribution Related to Anthropogenic
Climate Change of the IPCC (Hegerl et al., 2010, page 1): “the reliable detection and
attribution of changes in climate, and their effects, is fundamental to our understanding of
the scientific basis of climate change and in enabling decision makers to manage climaterelated risk”.

Detection of climate change is concerned with the problem of signal or pattern
identification in some relevant variable or set of variables and it is formally defined as “the
process of demonstrating that climate or a system affected by climate has changed in some
defined statistical sense without providing a reason for that change. An identified change is
detected in observations if its likelihood of occurrence by chance due to internal variability
alone is determined to be small” (IPCC, 2013a; Hegerl et al., 2010). Attribution involves
the decomposition of the identified climate signal into its different natural and
anthropogenic components and the evaluation of their relative importance with respect to
the other internal and external factors. The IPCC defines attribution as “the process of
evaluating the relative contributions of multiple causal factors to a change or event with an
assignment of statistical confidence” (IPCC, 2013a) and stresses that it requires combining
statistical analysis with understanding of climate physics. The earlier attribution studies
mainly focused on global and hemispheric surface temperatures, due to their interpretability
as general warming indices and because the causal physical mechanisms are well
understood. However, more recent attribution studies have addressed a wider range of
climate variables, spatial scales as well as changes in the probability of extremes and even
the attribution of single weather or climate events (see IPCC, 2013a, Chapter 10).

The methods for conducting attribution studies can be grouped into two general categories
(see IPCC, 2013a Chapter 10.2): statistical and physical/physical-statistical. Most of the

techniques; uncertain or unaccounted for internal variability; and nonlinear interactions between forcings and
responses.”
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detection and attribution studies available to date rely on the latter category (Hegerl and
Zwiers, 2011).

The physical/climate model approach to test for attribution involves the use of
counterfactual analysis: “in general, a component of an observed change is attributed to a
specific causal factor if the observations can be shown to be consistent with results from a
process-based model that includes the causal factor in question, and inconsistent with an
alternate, otherwise identical, model that excludes this factor” (IPCC, 2013a). Climate
simulations of the 20th century based on general circulation models, in combination with
the best estimates of radiative forcing available, are commonly used to compare the climate
response under natural forcing alone with that obtained including both natural and
anthropogenic forcing factors. These counterfactual exercises have appeared from the Third
to the Fifth Assessment Reports of the IPCC to show the influence of anthropogenic factors
on the observed warming (Figure 1.1). The "optimal fingerprinting" (Hasselmann, 1979,
1997) is a physical-statistical method that allows to test for the attribution of climate change
in a more formal way. This method has shown to be of particularly importance due to the
wide range of different scales and variables that it can apply to. Optimal fingerprinting is
based on a generalized multivariate regression where the dependent variable is usually an
observed climate record and the independent variables are composites of general circulation
models output intended to represent the climate change signal (IPCC, 2013a). Figure 1.2
illustrates the application of this method to decompose the warming in global surface
temperature observed during the period 1950-2010 into its different natural and
anthropogenic components. It is estimated that anthropogenic forcings likely contributed
between 0.6°C to 0.8°C to the observed warming, while natural forcing contributed by less
than 0.05°C. It is also interesting to note that, according to these estimates, natural
variability had no contribution to the observed warming. As discussed below, the role of
natural variability in accounting for observed warming has been recently discussed in the
literature and there is evidence that it could be severely underestimated in climate models’
simulations, and therefore in assessments of the components of observed warming such as
the one shown in Figure 1.2 (e.g., von Storch, 2013).
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Figure 1.1. Example of counterfactual analysis of climate models’ simulations to illustrate
the attribution of the observed warming at the global and regional scales. Brown and blue
panels show surface temperature series and ocean heath content time series, respectively.
Each panel shows observations in lines and blue and pink shades represent the 5% to 95%
range of the simulated response to natural forcing, and both natural and anthropogenic
forcing, respectively. For surface land and ocean temperatures, solid (dashed) lines
represent that the spatial coverages is above (below) 50% of the area. For ocean heath
content, solid (dashed) lines represent where coverage data and quality is good (only
adequate). Source IPCC, (2013a).
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Figure 1.2. Assessed likely ranges (whiskers) and their midpoints (bars) for warming
trends over the 1951–2010 period due to well-mixed greenhouse gases (GHG),
anthropogenic forcings (ANT) anthropogenic forcings other than well-mixed greenhouse
gases (OA), natural forcings (NAT) and internal variability. Observations (HadCRUT4) are
shown in black with their 5 to 95% uncertainty range due to observational uncertainty.
Source IPCC (2013b).
Both these methods are closely related to model evaluation and their results are as reliable
as the climate models’ capability to adequately simulate both observed natural variability
and the warming trend. The improvements on climate models’ performance to reproduce
observed climate have been key to the IPCC’s increase in the confidence on the attribution
of the observed warming to human activities. The IPCC’s confidence level has evolved
from “likely” (>66% probability; IPCC, 2001) to “very likely” (>90% probability; IPCCWGI, 2007) and to “extremely likely” (>95% probability; IPCC, 2013a,b). However, the
remarkable lack of ability of climate models to reproduce the slowdown observed during
the last 15 years2 indicates that some potentially serious problems in current climate
modeling may be driving this mismatch between simulations and observations (e.g., von
Storch et al., 2013; Fyfe et al., 2013). In this case, strong implications for climate model
based attribution studies are unavoidable and this is already emerging in the political
discussion (e.g., Curry, 2014). As shown by Figure 1.3, coupled ocean-atmosphere climate
models tend to closely fit observed global surface temperatures for the reference period

2

About 111 out of 114 model simulations show a higher warming trend than the observed during the 19982012 period.
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1961-1990, which presumably corresponds to the period used to calibrate these models3.
However, this close correspondence with observations weakens as the simulations get
farther away from the reference period, as exemplified by the slowdown in the warming of
the 1998-2012 period, but also by the large differences for much of the 1870-1950 period
where most of the models in the CMIP5 project higher warming temperatures than
observations; in this sense, the discrepancy between models and observations of the current
slowdown is not exceptional.

Figure 1.3. Observed and simulated time series of the anomalies in annual and global mean
surface temperature for the period 1870-2012. All series are expressed as anomalies with
respect to the 1961–1990 average of each individual time series. The pink shadow denotes
the 1961–1990 reference while vertical dashed lines represent major volcanic eruptions.
Individual model simulations from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5)
are shown in thin lines and the multi-model mean is represented by a thick red line.
Observational data are HadCRUT4 (Morice et al., 2012; solid line), GISTEMP (Hansen et
al., 2010; long dashed line) and MLOST (Vose et al., 2012; short dashed line). Source
IPCC (2013b).
The attribution studies based on statistical methods are independent of physical models’
simulations and provide observation-based evidence of the role of human activities
regarding the evolution of recorded climate. However, direct attribution of climate change
to anthropogenic activities using observed climate and forcing variables through statistical
methods has remained rather elusive due to methodological limitations. Earlier examples of
the application of modern statistical techniques to address the attribution of climate change
3

Modelling centers do not routinely describe in detail the process used to calibrate their models (see IPCC,
2013a Box 9.1).
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are Tol and de Vos (1993;1998); Stern and Kaufmann (1997a,b); Kaufmann et al. (2006a,
2009), among others. Nevertheless, although these studies benefited from some of the latest
advances on the modeling of nonstationary time series at the time, recently there have been
important advances in testing for unit roots that have significantly changed econometric
modeling (see Perron, 2006 for a review) and these changes have also impacted the timeseries approach to the detection and attribution of climate change (Gay et al., 2009; Estrada
et al., 2010; Estrada et al., 2013a,b; Estrada and Perron, 2012; Gil-Alana 2008a,b). Recent
literature has shown that the assumption on which these earlier attribution studies are based
on (i.e. temperatures and forcing variables are integrated processes) was not soundly tested
and that there are strong reasons from both the statistical and climate physics perspectives
for questioning this assumption (Estrada et al., 2010; Gay et al., 2009; see also Triacca,
2001).

However, despite the methodological and modeling problems mentioned above, statistical,
physical and physical-statistical approaches tend to consistently show that anthropogenic
forcing has played a major role in determining the evolution of the observed warming trend
since the second part of the 20th century (e.g., IPCC, 2013a; Delworth, 2000; Meehl et al.,
2007b; Tol and de Vos (1993;1998), Stern and Kaufmann (1997a,b); Estrada et al.,
2013a,b;).

1.3

Observed and projected changes in climate and
their effects on natural and human systems.

This subsection presents some the most important results of the IPCC’s contributions of the
Working Groups I and II (IPCC, 2013a; 2014) regarding the observed and projected effects
of climate change.
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1.3.1 Observed changes and impacts during the 20th
century.
Large changes in the atmospheric abundances of greenhouse gases have occurred since
preindustrial times (~1750) and can be directly linked to human activities (IPCCa, 2013).
The main human activities driving these changes are fossil fuel use and land-use change
which have driven carbon dioxide (CO2) concentrations from 280 parts per million (ppm)
in preindustrial times to 391 ppm in 2011, and agriculture which has been the primary
driver of methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O) concentrations increases from 715 parts
per billion (ppb) and 270 ppb in pre-industrial times to 1803 ppb and 324 ppb in 2011,
respectively. The current concentrations of these gases are the highest in at least the last
800,000 years and their mean growth rates over the last century are unprecedented in the
last 22,000 years (IPCC-WGI, 2007; IPCC, 2013a). Industrial activities have also been the
main driver of tropospheric aerosols emissions which have both regional and global effects
on climate due to their direct and indirect interactions with the Earth’s energy budget
described in section 1.1 above. As a direct effect, these particles scatter sunlight back into
space reducing the amount of energy that enters the climate system and their indirect effect
is to modify clouds properties regarding how sunlight is absorbed or reflected by them.
The total radiative forcing relative to preindustrial times is estimated to be 2.29 W/m2,
while the net effect of anthropogenic activities over this period is 2.83 W/m2, which is
orders of magnitude larger than that of changes in solar forcing (0.05 W/m2). Figure 1.4
depicts that the main contributor to the observed change in the total radiative forcing since
1750 has been the increase in CO2 (around 1.68 W/m2), while aerosols and land-use change
account for most of the cooling radiative forcing factors over the same period (IPCC,
2013a).
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Figure 1.4. Radiative forcing estimates in 2011 relative to 1750 and aggregated
uncertainties for the main drivers of climate change. Values are global average radiative
forcing, partitioned according to the emitted compounds or processes that result in a
combination of drivers. The best estimates of the net radiative forcing are shown as
diamonds with corresponding uncertainty intervals; the numerical values are provided on
the right of the figure, together with the confidence level in the net forcing (VH – very
high, H – high, M – medium, L – low, VL – very low). Albedo forcing due to black carbon
on snow and ice is included in the black carbon aerosol bar. Total anthropogenic radiative
forcing is provided for three different years relative to 1750. Source IPCC (2013b).
An unequivocal warming of the climate system has occurred due to the changes in the
abundance of radiative active substances in the atmosphere. Clear trends consistent with a
persistent warming of the climate system are present in numerous global, hemispheric and
regional climatic variables, such as land and ocean surface temperatures, sea level, snow
and sea-ice cover, and ocean heath content (Figure 1.5). Many of the observed changes are
unprecedented during the last decades to millennia (IPCC, 2013a).

Global mean surface temperature has increased by about 0.85°C since 1880 following a
nonlinear trend that can be characterized by a large increase in the warming rate during the
11

1970s and two periods of slowdown in the warming, the first occurring around 1940-1970
and the second one since the late 1990s (e.g., IPCC, 2013a; Hansen and Lebedeff, 1987;
Jones et al., 1986a,b; Gay et al., 2009; Estrada et al., 2013b; see Nature Geoscience
Editorial “Hiatus in context”4). Despite that the trend in global temperature over the last 15
years has been close to zero, about 0.05 [-0.05 to 0.15]°C per decade, each of the last three
decades has been successively warmer than any preceding since 1850 (IPCC, 2013b).

Changes in precipitation over land have also been detected, and there is high confidence in
that the precipitation averaged over the mid-latitude areas in the Northern Hemisphere has
increased since the beginning of the 20th century (IPCC, 2013b). According to the IPCC
(2013a,b; 2012), since the mid-20th century changes in many extreme events have been
observed, such as:

• The number of cold days and nights has decreased and the number of warm days and
nights have increased (very likely).
• Globally there is medium confidence that the length and frequency of warm spells,
including heath waves, has increased.
• The frequency of heath waves in Europe, Asia and Australia has increased (likely).
• More regions have experienced increases in the number of heavy precipitation events
than the number of regions that have experienced a decrease (likely). The frequency
or intense of heavy precipitation events in North America and Europe has increased
(likely).
• Confidence remains low for long-term (centennial) changes in tropical cyclone
activity. However, it is virtually certain that since the 1970s the frequency and
intensity of storms in the North Atlantic have increased although the reasons for this
increase are debated.
• There is high confidence that floods larger than those recorded since the 20th century
occurred during the past five centuries in northern and central Europe, the western
Mediterranean region and eastern Asia. Nevertheless, there is medium confidence

4

http://www.nature.com/ngeo/journal/v7/n3/full/ngeo2116.html
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that in the Near East, India and central North America, modern large floods are
comparable or surpass historical floods in magnitude and/or frequency.

Figure 1.5. Multiple complementary indicators of a changing global climate. Each line
represents an independently derived estimate of change in the climate element. In each
panel all data sets have been normalized to a common period of record. Source IPCC
(2013b).
There is observed evidence that the changes in climate during the 20th century have had
direct consequences over biological systems on all continents and most oceans. This is also
true for social systems, although the impacts of climate change are more difficult to discern
due to adaptation measures and non-climatic determinants. Differences in these non-
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climatic factors, which are closely related to uneven development processes, shape the
differential risks from climate change around the world. Figure 1.6 describes the observed
impacts on human and biological systems that are related to climate change. According to
the contribution of the Working Group II to the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report (IPCC,
2014), some of the most important impacts are:

• In many regions water resource have been affected in terms of quantity and quality
due to changes in precipitation or melting snow, which have altered the
hydrological systems (medium confidence).
• Many terrestrial, freshwater, and marine species have shifted their geographic ranges,
seasonal activities, migration patterns, abundances, and species interactions in
response to ongoing climate change (high confidence).
• Based on many studies covering a wide range of regions and crops, negative impacts
of climate change on crop yields have been more common than positive impacts
(high confidence).
• At present the worldwide burden of human ill-health from climate change is relatively
small compared with effects of other stressors and is not well quantified. However,
there has been increased heat-related mortality and decreased cold-related mortality
in some regions as a result of warming (medium confidence). Local changes in
temperature and rainfall have altered the distribution of some waterborne illnesses
and disease vectors (medium confidence).
• Impacts from recent climate-related extremes, such as heat waves, droughts, floods,
cyclones, and wildfires, reveal significant vulnerability and exposure of some
ecosystems and many human systems to current climate variability (very high
confidence).
• Climate-related hazards exacerbate other stressors, often with negative outcomes for
livelihoods, especially for people living in poverty (high confidence).
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Figure 1.6. Global patterns of impacts in recent decades attributed to climate change, based
on studies since the AR4. Impacts are shown at a range of geographic scales. Symbols
indicate categories of attributed impacts, the relative contribution of climate change (major
or minor) to the observed impact, and confidence in attribution. Source IPCC (2014).

1.3.2 Projected changes and impacts during the
present century and beyond.
Investigating future consequences of anthropogenic interference with the climate system
requires plausible descriptions of how the future may evolve in terms of socioeconomic
development, technology, energy and land use, among other factors. This allows to estimate
the corresponding emissions and atmospheric concentrations of radiative active substances,
which are used as inputs to drive climate models (e.g., van Vuuren et al., 2011; IPCC,
2013a). Over the years the IPCC has encouraged the creation of different sets of
socioeconomic/emissions scenarios to be used in their assessment reports. The first set of
scenarios was the SA90, used in the First Assessment Report, followed by the IS92 and the
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Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) used in the second report and the third and
fourth, respectively. In contrast to previous emissions scenarios used by the IPCC, the
SRES provided complete storylines of socioeconomic development to facilitate their
interpretation and explored the effects of different degrees of economic and technological
divergence among regions. Both the IS92 and the SRES assumed no explicit policy
intervention to mitigate climate change (Moss et al., 2010). The Representative
Concentration Pathways (RCP) developed for the IPCC’s Fifth Assessment Report do not
follow the sequential approach in which socioeconomic scenarios are used to project
emissions and in turn to project atmospheric concentrations and radiative forcing. Instead,
the RCP are developed following specific radiative forcing change targets (some of which
include mitigation policies) that would be consistent with several combinations of future
development characteristics of socioeconomic, technological and institutional nature (van
Vuuren et al., 2011; Moss et al., 2010). The RCP is composed of four scenarios spanning a
range of radiative forcing from 2.6 W/m2 to 8.5W/m2 and aims to be compatible with the
full range of emissions scenarios, with and without climate policy, available in the
scientific literature (van Vuuren et al., 2011).

A variety of physical climate models have been used to project how future climate may
evolve under different socioeconomic and emissions scenarios. These models range from
simple zero dimensional energy balance models to high complexity Atmosphere-Ocean
General Circulation Models (AOGCMs) and Earth System Models which represent the
current state of the art in climate modeling (IPCC,2013a; Stocker, 2011). This variety of
models are used to produce relevant information for the problem at hand: some applications
may need more detailed and complex models, while simpler models may be more
computationally efficient and allow for larger number of simulations to, for example,
explore parameter space. One of the most important applications of climate models is to
study the potential impacts of climate change in human and natural systems which in many
cases requires high spatial (and sometimes temporal) resolution, particularly when the
interest is on the regional and local scale. The spatial resolution that the most advanced
climate models can provide may not be sufficient to meet the requirements of some impact
studies. Downscaling methods have been developed to further increase resolution and they
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can be broadly classified into dynamical, statistical and dynamical-statistical (e.g., Benestad
et al., 2008). Impact assessments are in general highly sensitive to the magnitude and
spatial distribution of changes in climate variables and, therefore, to the results of
downscaling techniques (Wilby and Harris, 2006). Downscaling results can largely modify
the output of physical climate models and shortcomings or poor application of these
methods can have important consequences for decision and policy processes (e.g., Estrada
et al, 2012a).

At the same time, a wide variety of models and methods have been developed and/or
adjusted to estimate the potential impacts of climate change in a range of natural and
human systems, sectors and activities at different geographical scales and for different
temporal horizons (for a review see the Compendium on methods and tools to evaluate
impacts of, and vulnerability and adaptation to, climate change produced by the
UNFCCC5). Combining the information provided by climate and impact models with the
analysis of vulnerability and exposure to both climatic and non-climatic stressors has
allowed to explore the risks of climate change and identify some of the most vulnerable
regions and systems for different levels of warming. The IPCC’s five integrative reasons
for concern provide a framework to summarize the key risks and represent a starting point
to evaluate what could be considered as a dangerous human interference with the climate
system (IPCC, 2014). The IPCC’s five reasons for concern are:

1. Unique and threatened systems: The characteristics of these systems, which include
ecosystems and cultures, make them highly vulnerable to, and are already at risks
from, climate change. Even low increases in warming (e.g., <2°C) would create risk
of severe consequences.
2. Extreme weather events: Climate change related risks from extreme events would
range from moderate to high for increases in warming above 1°C. Risk would
increase further at higher temperatures.

5

Available at:
https://unfccc.int/adaptation/nairobi_work_programme/knowledge_resources_and_publications/items/5457.p
hp
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3. Distribution of impacts: Risks are unevenly distributed and often larger for
disadvantaged people and communities in countries at all levels of development.
Risks are already moderate due to the regionally differentiated climate change
impacts on crop production. Cop yields and water availability projections suggest
that the distributional risks are high for increases of warming above 2°C.
4. Global aggregate impacts: Due to impacts on the Earth’s biodiversity and on the
overall global economy, risks of global aggregate impacts are considered moderate
for increases of warming between 1°C and 2°C. Extensive biodiversity and
ecosystem goods and services make the risks of increases around 3°C high.
Aggregate economic damages accelerate with temperature increases, however few
quantitative estimates for increases above 3°C are available.
5. Large-scale singular events: Increases in warming may cause abrupt and irreversible
changes in some physical systems and ecosystems. These risks are moderate for
increases in warming up to 1°C since some warm-water coral reefs and Arctic
ecosystems are already experiencing irreversible regime shifts. For temperature
increases between 1°C and 2°C risks increase disproportionally and become high
for increases above 3°C.

The left panel of Figure 1.7 shows the multi-model mean (solid blue and red lines) and a
measure of the associated uncertainty (pink and blue shades) of the projected changes in
annual global mean surface temperature during this century according to the highest
(RCP8.5) and lowest (RCP2.6) IPCC’s emissions scenarios. The projected warming at the
end of this century according to the multi-model projections spans from 0.3°C to 1.7°C
with a mean value of 1°C and from 2.6°C to 4.8°C with a mean value of 3.7°C for the
RCP2.6 and RCP8.5 scenarios (see Table 1.1). The right panel of Figure 1.7 shows the
corresponding additional risks due to climate change for each of the five reasons for
concern described above, and indicates that for most of them even modest increases in
global temperatures (e.g., <2°C) entail large changes in the risk a given system or sector
would face.
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Figure 1.7. Risks associated with reasons for concern are shown at right for increasing
levels of climate change. The color shading indicates the additional risk due to climate
change when a temperature level is reached and then sustained or exceeded. Undetectable
risk (white) indicates no associated impacts are detectable and attributable to climate
change. Moderate risk (yellow) indicates that associated impacts are both detectable and
attributable to climate change with at least medium confidence, also accounting for the
other specific criteria for key risks. High risk (red) indicates severe and widespread
impacts, also accounting for the other specific criteria for key risks. Purple shows that very
high risk is indicated by all specific criteria for key risks. For reference, past and projected
global annual average surface temperature is shown at left. Source IPCC (2014).
According to the IPCC’s working groups I and II (IPCC, 2013b; 2014), some of the
expected changes in climate that would occur in this century and the corresponding impacts
are:

Projected changes in the climate system

• Continued emissions of greenhouse gases will cause further warming and changes
in all components of the climate system. By the mid-21st century the magnitudes of
the projected changes are substantially affected by the differences in emissions
scenarios (see Table 1.1).
• Global surface temperature change by the end of the 21st century is likely to exceed
1.5°C relative to 1850 to 1900 for all RCP scenarios except RCP2.6. It is likely to
exceed 2°C for RCP6.0 and RCP8.5, and more likely than not to exceed 2°C for
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RCP4.5. Warming will continue beyond 2100 under all RCP scenarios except
RCP2.6.
• It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent hot and fewer cold temperature
extremes over most land areas on daily and seasonal timescales as global mean
temperatures increase. It is very likely that heat waves will occur with a higher
frequency and duration. Occasional cold winter extremes will continue to occur.
• Changes in the global water cycle in response to the warming over the 21st century
will not be uniform. The contrast in precipitation between wet and dry regions and
between wet and dry seasons will increase, although there may be regional
exceptions.
• Extreme precipitation events over most of the mid-latitude land masses and over
wet tropical regions will very likely become more intense and more frequent by the
end of this century, as global mean surface temperature increases.
• It is very likely that the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) will
weaken over the 21st century. Best estimates and ranges for the reduction are 11%
(1 to 24%) in RCP2.6 and 34% (12 to 54%) in RCP8.5. It is likely that there will be
some decline in the AMOC by about 2050, but there may be some decades during
which the AMOC increases due to large natural internal variability. However, it is
very unlikely that the AMOC will undergo an abrupt transition or collapse in the
21st century for the scenarios considered.
• It is very likely that the Arctic sea ice cover will continue to shrink and thin and that
Northern Hemisphere spring snow cover will decrease during the 21st century as
global mean surface temperature rises. Global glacier volume will further decrease.
• Global mean sea level rise for 2081–2100 relative to 1986–2005 will likely be in the
ranges of 0.26 to 0.55 m for RCP2.6, 0.32 to 0.63 m for RCP4.5, 0.33 to 0.63 m for
RCP6.0, and 0.45 to 0.82 m for RCP8.5 (medium confidence). For RCP8.5, the rise
by the year 2100 is 0.52 to 0.98 m, with a rate during 2081 to 2100 of 8 to 16 mm
per year.

Projected impacts for natural and human systems
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• Climate change is projected to amplify existing climate-related risks and create new
risks for natural and human systems. Some of these risks will be limited to a
particular sector or region, and others will have cascading effects. To a lesser extent,
climate change is also projected to have some potential benefits.
• The fraction of global population experiencing water scarcity and affected by major
river floods increase with the level of warming in the 21st century.
• A large fraction of both terrestrial and freshwater species faces increased extinction
risk under projected climate change during and beyond the 21st century, especially
as climate change interacts with other stressors, such as habitat modification, overexploitation, pollution, and invasive species.
• Within this century, magnitudes and rates of climate change associated with
medium- to high-emission scenarios (RCP4.5, 6.0, and 8.5) pose high risk of abrupt
and irreversible regional-scale change in the composition, structure, and function of
terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems.
• Due to sea level rise projected throughout the 21st century and beyond, coastal
systems and low-lying areas will increasingly experience adverse impacts such as
submergence, coastal flooding, and coastal erosion.
• For the major crops (wheat, rice, and maize) in tropical and temperate regions,
climate change without adaptation is projected to negatively impact production for
local temperature increases of 2°C or more above late-20th-century levels, although
individual locations may benefit.
• For most economic sectors, the impacts of drivers such as changes in population,
age structure, income, technology, relative prices, lifestyle, regulation, and
governance are projected to be large relative to the impacts of climate change.
• The incomplete estimates of global annual economic losses for additional
temperature increases of ~2°C are between 0.2 and 2.0% of income. These losses
could be underestimated. Losses accelerate with greater warming. Additionally,
there are large differences between and within countries.
• Throughout the 21st century, climate-change impacts are projected to slow down
economic growth, make poverty reduction more difficult, further erode food
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security, and prolong existing and create new poverty traps, the latter particularly in
urban areas and emerging hotspots of hunger.

Table 1.1. Projected change in global mean surface air temperature and global mean sea
level rise for the mid- and late 21st century relative to the reference period of 1986–2005.
Source IPCC (2013b)
2046–2065
2081–2100
Scenario
Mean
Likely range
Mean
Likely range
RCP2.6
1.0
0.4 to 1.6
1.0
0.3 to 1.7
RCP4.5
1.4
0.9 to 2.0
1.8
1.1 to 2.6
RCP6.0
1.3
0.8 to 1.8
2.2
1.4 to 3.1
RCP8.5
2.0
1.4 to 2.6
3.7
2.6 to 4.8

1.4

The Economics of Climate Change and Integrated
Assessment Models.

1.4.1 Climate change from an economic perspective.
In economics, climate change is often defined as the largest global market failure in the
history of humanity (e.g., Nordhaus, 1991; Tol, 2009; Stern, 2006). Anthropogenic
emissions of radiative active substances are generated as byproducts of economically
valuable activities, altering the chemical composition of the atmosphere (public good) and
leading to an enhanced greenhouse effect (public bad). The effects of these byproducts or
externalities are not reflected by market prices and consequently lead to an inefficient
market allocation. Moreover, the impacts of these externalities are to be endured by present
and, in particular, future generations with strong distributional inequalities posing
disproportionate risks to low-income countries and poor people within countries since, in
general, they tend to show higher exposure to climate change and lower adaptive capacity
(Nordhaus, 2008; Stern, 2008; Tol, 2008; Tang, 2009). The impacts of climate change are
deeply uncertain, persistent and can be potentially irreversible and catastrophic (IPCC,
2013a; IPCC, 2014; Weitzman, 2009; Alley et al., 2003).

Estimating the potential costs of climate change as well as the benefits of different
portfolios of mitigation and adaptation strategies is a titanic endeavor. This task is further
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complicated due to the fact that welfare losses due to climate change are not observed and
to the limited amount of observed data on climate impacts. Different approaches have been
undertaken to explore the impacts of climate and climate change in the global economy.

One approach has been to analyze per capita income growth rates and temperature
(sometimes also precipitation) to infer the relationship between climate and economic
growth. This literature tends to concur that climate and other geographical factors partially
explain the observed differences in growth between countries. However, there are
important discrepancies regarding whether climate still is an defining factor in determining
growth differences between countries. One of the current views suggests that the effects of
geographic variables have had and always will have a significant effect on the economic
development of countries by affecting, for example, disease burden, agricultural
productivity and transport costs (e.g., Gallup et al., 1999; Sachs, 2000, 2001; Diamond,
1997). In contrast, the “institutions hypothesis” proposes that the differences in economic
performance can be traced back to how societies are organized and in particular to the
strength and objectives of their institutions (e.g., Acemoglu et al., 2011, 2002; North and
Thomas, 1973; Olson, 2000). Acemoglu et al. (2001, 2002) suggest that geography and in
particular European mortality rates influenced the quality and type of institutions that were
established in European colonies. According to these authors, once the effects of
institutions are controlled for, the effects of geography and climate are no longer
significant. Horowitz (2009) separates the historical and contemporaneous effects of the
income-temperature relationship to further examine if the effects of climate are also a factor
in current differences in economic growth. The author concludes that, in addition to the
historical component suggested by Acemoglu (2001), climate still affects economic growth
and estimates that a 1°C increase across all countries would cause a 3.8% decrease in
global GDP. Dell et al. (2012) find that poor countries are very sensitive to weather, in
particular temperature, variations: a 1°C increase in temperature in a given year reduces
economic growth by 1.3% on average. The authors suggest that temperature shocks may
affect the rate of economic growth instead of just the level of output.
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The most commonly used approach to explore the economic impacts of climate change
involves 1) using available estimates of the physical impacts of climate change for different
sectors and express them in monetary terms that can be added up in a single cost measure
or; 2) estimating cross-sectional econometric models using observed variations in prices
and expenditures to derive direct welfare impacts (see Tol, 2009; Mendelsohn et al., 1994;
Nordhaus, 2008). As summarized by Tol (2009), the study of the welfare effects of climate
change started with Cline (1992), Nordhaus (1991) and Titus (1992) which provided the
first estimates for the United States for a benchmark warming, commonly represented as a
2.5°C increase in global temperatures from pre-industrial times or a doubling of the
atmospheric concentrations of CO2. Global estimates were first provided by Nordhaus
(1991) by extrapolating the estimates obtained for the United States to the rest of the world.
Fankhauser (1994, 1995) was the first to investigate the global welfare effects of climate
change. Currently, there are only 21 different peer-reviewed estimates of the global
economic impacts of climate change and these can be hardly considered independent as
they derive almost entirely from a much smaller number of researchers (see Tol, 2009;
2014). In general, these studies suggest that the costs of climate change for a benchmark
warming of about 2.5°C would amount to a few tenths of percent of welfare loss. These
studies are the basis for calibrating the models discussed in the 1.4.2 subsection of this
chapter and represent the empirical estimates underpinning most of the conclusions that
have been drawn regarding the economics of climate change until now.

1.4.2 Integrated assessment models for climate
change.
IAMs are mathematical models that intend to represent complex interactions between
different temporal and spatial scales, processes and activities (IPCC-WGI, 2007). These
models offer a relatively simple manner of addressing the multidimensional problem that
climate change represents and are capable of producing information that could be hardly
obtained using any other assessment approach. In their most general form, these models can
include: socioeconomic, demographic, technological, production and consumption
determinants that drive the emissions of greenhouse gases; simple representations of the
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biochemistry of the carbon cycle and atmospheric chemistry to determine the atmospheric
concentrations of greenhouse gases and other trace gases; simple climate modules for
estimating the radiative forcing and the changes in the global and regional climate; and
impact modules for estimating the effects on biophysical systems and on the global a
regional economy (Parson y Fisher-Vander, 1997; Hope, 2006).

IAMs are widely used for advising climate policy and are one of the few available tools for
analyzing the economics of climate change at the global level in an internally consistent
manner (e.g., Nordhaus, 2011; Parson and Fisher-Vanden, 1997). The set of IAMs that are
currently available vary widely in terms of purpose, sectors and processes included, level of
detail and complexity in modeling, as well as in model structure and specification, among
other characteristics. Two wide and somewhat arbitrary classifications have been proposed
to group these models: policy evaluation and policy optimization (see Füssel, 2010; Tol and
Fankhauser, 1998; Weyant et al., 1996). The latter type of IAMs focuses on determining the
climate policy that maximizes a given aggregate social welfare function subject to a set of
physical and economic constraints.

Due to the numerical difficulties to solve large

optimization problems, the size of this type of models is in general small and rely on very
large simplifications. In contrast, policy evaluation IAMs in general include a larger
number of processes, sectors and regions (and can even be spatially explicit) and some of
them estimate physical as well as monetized impacts of climate change. Several IAMs are
available in the peer-reviewed literature. A recent review reports that there are at least 18
global models that are currently in active development (Füssel, 2010). The three IAMs
most commonly used for supporting decision-making are DICE/RICE (Nordhaus, 2008,
1992), FUND (Anthoff and Tol, 2014; Tol, 1997) and PAGE (Hope, 2006; Hope et al.,
1993). The analysis presented in Part II of this thesis will focus on the impact functions of
such models, but results are generalizable to a larger number of IAMs.

Recently, IAMs have been seriously criticized and the value of the insights they can offer
for policy-making has been questioned (e.g., Pindyck, 2013; Stern, 2013; Ackerman et al.,
2009). Some of these critiques are undoubtedly well founded, but however are hardly
applicable only to IAMs or to the economics of climate change. For example, the existence
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of ad hoc formulations and parameterizations, deep uncertainty, unobservable model inputs,
and the exclusion of catastrophic outcomes, is much more common to what climate change
science and impact modeling communities would like to acknowledge; similar critiques
could be put forward even for general circulation models’ projections. Given the large
complexity of the systems and interactions IAMs are designed to represent, these models
are inevitably fraught with epistemic uncertainty, large simplifications and omissions as
well as some ad-hoc and subjective constructs (Schneider, 1997; Tol and Fankhauser, 1998;
Pindyck, 2013; Stern, 2013; Ackerman et al., 2009). It is important to remind that, at best,
these models can only crudely represent the current fragmented and incomplete knowledge
regarding climate change science and economics.

As noted by Tol (2009), the economic modeling of climate change impacts is still an area
of ongoing research and many efforts should be undertaken to improve it and to include the
"known unknowns" as well as to explore what is left as "unknown unknowns". The quantity
and intensity of research in this area is still very small in comparison with the perceived
size of the problem and, although there has been significant advances in this subject in the
last two decades, IAMs are still very limited in some relevant aspects (Tol, 2009;
Ackerman, 2010). The specification of the damage functions that translate changes in
climate to economic impacts is one of such aspects and has been largely neglected in the
literature, although it is commonly accepted that this is one of the weakest parts of
integrated assessment models (e.g., Tol and Fankhauser, 1998; Pindyck, 2013; Stern,
2013). It is also recognized that there is a strong imbalance between the research efforts
devoted to mitigation in comparison with those directed to adaptation and vulnerability and
on how these processes may evolve in time (e.g., Bruin et al., 2009). The study and
modeling of these factors are fundamental for understanding and estimating the potential
impacts of climate change.

1.5

About this thesis

Climate change is one of the most important environmental problems that humanity will
face this century. It is larger, more complex and more uncertain than any other and it is
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commonly defined as the largest market failure in the history of mankind (Tol, 2009; Stern,
2006). Describing this phenomenon as a market failure implies that it is the product of an
externality unquestionably due to human activity and that its physical and economic
impacts are reasonably known (or knowable) and distinguishable from those of an
otherwise unforced climate. Therefore, this description of the problem presumes our
capacity to satisfactorily detect, separate and attribute the contribution of natural and
anthropogenic factors, to adequately model and project future climate, economic growth
and technological change at a wide variety of temporal and spatial scales, as well as to be
able to estimate climate impacts in the present, short- and long-term horizons. Furthermore,
it implies that the estimated impacts can be translated to economic terms in a meaningful
way.

As such, the Economics of Climate Change is inescapably fraught with large epistemic
uncertainty, methodological problems and gaps as well as important data limitations. The
challenges for its study are substantial, even though significant advances in the
understanding of both the physical and socioeconomic dimensions of climate change have
occurred during the last decades (e.g., IPCC, 2013a,b). The objective of this doctoral thesis
is to address some of the fundamental questions regarding the economic causes and
consequences of climate change. Through its different chapters, methodological
contributions are proposed and policy-relevant information is provided regarding the
attribution of climate change as well as its past and future economic impacts at local,
regional and global scales. I strongly believe that the boundaries between Economic and
Natural Sciences need to be blurred if we are to address this type of complex problems in a
meaningful way. This is the spirit and intention of the present doctoral thesis. What is
presented here rests on an integrated and interdisciplinary approach combining Economics,
Statistics and Atmospheric Sciences.

1.5.1 Research questions
The reseach questions of this doctoral thesis are grouped in four broad topics:
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1. The detection and attribution of climate change. The first set of research
questions comes from the natural sciences but it is intrinsically related to economic
development. These are questions linking the economy to climate and are, therefore,
fundamental for the economics of climate change and for exploring the costs of
future climate change.

•

Is the observed climate change anthropogenic?

•

What are the causes behind the current slowdown in the warming?

•

Are current climate models capable of reproducing the most salient features of
the observed warming?

2. The global economic impacts of climate change. The second set of research
questions are related to the estimation of the aggregated global costs of climate
change using IAMs. As has been suggested in the literature (e.g., Nordhaus 1994),
often the estimates of the global costs of climate change seem to not reflect the risks
and size of the problem that it is sometimes portrayed by natural scientists. This
perception, in addition to the fact that the impact functions of IAMs are usually
recognized as one of the weakest and more neglected aspects of these models,
justify taking a closer look to how impacts are being characterized and modeled.

•

Are the dynamics of impacts adequately represented in the current impact
functions?

•

Even though the adaptive capacity and sensitivity of systems are dynamic
processes, in most IAMs these variables are static and combined in an
intractable way. How can adaptation and sensitivity be better represented in
these models?

•

The future impacts of climate change will be a function of both anthropogenic
climate change and natural variability. How can the impact functions be
extended to investigate the impacts of stochastic climate change?

•

Can the estimates of the impacts of observed climate change be decomposed
into natural and anthropogenic contributions? Projecting past impacts of climate
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change could help gaining a better understanding the importance of interactions
between different natural and anthropogenic factors.

3. The impacts of climate change at the regional/local scales. The third set of
research questions is concerned with the estimation of impacts of climate change at
the regional and local scales. These studies form a significant part of what is known
about climate change impacts and adaptation and are the main source of information
for calibrating more general models such as IAMs.

•

The literature has almost unanimously ruled out the existence of a potential
climate change signal in the observed economic losses of extreme events.
However, most of the available studies rely on the adequacy of ad-hoc
normalization methods and basic statistical analysis that could easily lead to
spurious results. How reliable are these conclusions? Has observed climate
change increased weather related disaster damages?

•

Climate change is characterized by both epistemic and aleatory sources of
uncertainty. An important share of the literature on climate change impacts
simply ignores both and offers decision-making only point estimates of the
quantities of interest. How can epistemic and aleatory uncertainty be better
represented in impact assessment studies?

•

A critical part in impact assessment and adaptation studies is properly
representing the changes in local and regional climate. The results from these
assessments are in general highly sensitive to changes in the magnitude and
spatial distribution of change in climate variables. How can the methods
currently used for projecting local and regional climate change be improved to
adequately model the relationship between non-stationary time series?

4. Evaluating the robustness of the science behind national climate change
documents. A significant part of this thesis is devoted to propose or improve a
range of methodologies and techniques for studying climate change. The last
research question evaluates the common practice of relying on grey literature for
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supporting national climate policy. Different case studies based on national climate
policy documents are presented.

•

Is grey literature such as National Communications and other official documents
a reliable source of information for guiding national climate policy?

1.5.2 Structure.
The first part of the thesis is devoted to investigating the attribution of climate change using
recent advances in econometric modeling and climate physics to analyze both observed
data and climate models' simulations. The attribution of climate change is the most
fundamental question for a wide variety of topics ranging from physical modeling and
projection to socioeconomic research and policy-making. Despite the crucial importance of
determining the role of human activity over the observed climate, this is still an open
research question with significant methodological challenges. Two main approaches have
been used — physical and statistical modeling — each of them having advantages and
shortcomings. The adequacy and validity of the statistical methods commonly used for
testing for the presence of an anthropogenic signal in the observed climate have been
seriously questioned (e.g., Estrada et al., 2010; Gay et al., 2009). At the same time, the use
of the current physical climate models to tackle this problem has been criticized for several
reasons such as: the circular reasoning problem in which climate models are calibrated and
evaluated using the same datasets (e.g., Curry and Webster, 2011); the possible
overconfidence regarding the models' ability to reproduce the warming during the 20th
century (e.g., Schwartz et al., 2007; Kiehl, 2007); the fact that despite large differences in
key factors such as climate sensitivity and climate forcings there is a high level of
agreement between models which may point to an overtuning or backwards engineering
problem (e.g., Kiehl, 2007; Kerr, 2007; Hegerl, 2003); and most notably the inability of
climate models to reproduce the slowdown in the warming that has been experienced since
the late 1990s6 (e.g., von Storch et al., 2013; Fyfe et al., 2013). According to von Storch et
6

See also http://meetings.aps.org/link/BAPS.2014.MAR.G40.5 and
http://judithcurry.com/2014/03/04/causes-and-implications-of-the-pause/
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al. (2013) the current pause in the warming shown by global air temperatures is not
consistent with model projections. This has raised serious concerns regarding the ability of
climate models to project future climate and the reliability of model-based attribution
studies. Some possible causes for the discrepancy between models and observations are that
natural variability has been largely underestimated, the existence of an external forcing
factor that has not been accounted for, and/or that climate models are too sensitive to
anthropogenic forcing.

From a statistical perspective, the problems of detecting and attributing climate change are
intrinsically related to the study of the time-series properties of climate and radiative
forcing variables and to the existence of common features such as secular co-movements.
Chapter 2 offers the reader a brief review of the literature on the detection and attribution of
climate change and it critically examines the statistical methods and models that underpin
their conclusions. Using modern econometric techniques, Chapter 3 analyzes the timeseries properties of a sample of the 20th century global temperature simulations produced
for the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s Fourth Assessment Report and a set
of the radiative forcing series used to drive them. Analyzing climate models simulations of
global temperature offers the advantage of knowing the experimental design from which
they were generated, therefore facilitating the detection and attribution of the
nonstationarities present in temperature data. This chapter presents a new methodological
approach for conducting time-series based attribution studies and evaluates the ability of
current climate models to reproduce important properties of observed temperature series
such as structural breaks and nonlinear trends.

Chapter 4 studies in depth the attribution of the observed warming to human activities
using different observed global and hemispheric surface air temperatures and radiative
forcing datasets. The human influence to alter the climate system is investigated and the
effects of landmark socioeconomic events on the rate of warming of global and
hemispheric temperatures during the last century are explored. This chapter contributes to
explaining one of the greatest puzzles of observed climate change by linking the Montreal
Protocol and changes in agricultural production in Asia to the recent slowdown of the
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warming. The 1940-1970 cooling is also analyzed and evidence suggests human
intervention contributed to this period. This chapter stresses the need of identifying and
filtering low-frequency natural oscillations before conducting attribution studies.

Part II turns to the problem of estimating the past and future global economic impacts of
climate change through the use of Integrated Assessment Models (IAMs). The objectives of
this part of the thesis are: 1) to link attribution studies to the projection of past climate
impacts and, 2) to extend the most commonly used impact functions in IAMs to allow for
stochastic climate change scenarios and for a better representation of impact, adaptation
and system sensitivity dynamics. The second objective is divided in two parts: 1) the
analysis of the behavior of commonly used impact functions for short-term, small warming
rates and the extension of these functions for stochastic climate change; 2) the analysis of
how impact, vulnerability and adaptation dynamics can provide mechanisms that reconcile
the apparent disconnect between the low to moderate economic costs projected by IAMs
and the severe physical impacts expected for large changes in climate (e.g., Weitzman,
2009).

Chapter 5 uses the results obtained in Part I to investigate the relative importance of lowfrequency natural variability as well as natural and anthropogenic forcings to the costs of
observed climate change during the last century. These costs are approximated using the
impact functions from four of the most popular IAMs and from a meta-analysis that
summarizes 21 estimates of the global impacts of climate change for a doubling of the
atmospheric concentrations of CO2. The projected impacts are not only decomposed into
their natural and anthropogenic components but also into different sectors, providing a
better understanding of both IAM modeling assumptions and of the sectors driving of
climate change economic impacts. The chapter also addresses the multimodel uncertainty
for small increases in warming, such as that experienced during the 20th century and those
that are commonly projected for the short- and medium-term. The current literature has
focused on the behavior of these impact functions for large changes in climate, which are in
most scenarios expected to occur in the distant future. Even though warming in the shortterm is expected to entail small economic impacts when compared to those of the long-run
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projections, due to the use of positive discount rates small warming rates in the near and
medium future could have a significant weight in cost-benefit type of analyses.

The impacts of climate change that are going to materialize in the future are a function of
natural variability, natural and anthropogenic forcing and their interactions. As discussed in
Chapter 5, these interaction effects, which are currently ignored in IAMs, play an important
role when estimating the effects of climate change. Chapter 6 derives impact functions that
use stochastic climate change as input in order to estimate the effects of allowing for
unsmooth trajectories that include high- and low-frequency variability. The impacts over
wealth are analyzed using observed and simulated global temperature data for the 20th
century and projections following different emissions scenarios for the present century.

A large amount of the research and debate in the economics of climate change has been
devoted to topics such as the selection of the discount rate (and in particular to its time
preference and risk aversion components) since the optimal mitigation and climate policy
depends heavily on it. However, considerably less research has been carried out regarding
the specification of the damage functions and in particular to the modelling of the dynamics
of impacts, the system’s sensitivity and adaptive capacity. Chapters 7 and 8 are closely
related as both address part of these limitations by analyzing and explicitly integrating this
characteristics to the IAM framework.

IAMs typically ignore the impact of climate change on economic growth, assuming that the
shocks caused by climate change impacts dissipate and have no persistence at all, affecting
only the period when they occur. This is in stark contrast with the empirical and theoretical
evidence regarding impact dynamics in the economy. Persistence of shocks is a stylized
fact of most macroeconomic time series and it provides a mechanism that could justify
much larger losses from climate change than previously estimated. Chapter 7 takes an
empirical approach for analyzing the persistence of shocks in observed GDP series for
different world regions and explores the implications of taking into account this stylized
fact when estimating the economic costs of climate change. The lack of persistence in the
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scaling method used by most IAMs can be interpreted as assuming an autonomous,
costless, extremely large and effective reactive adaptation capacity.

Currently, IAMs assume that the sensitivity of the sectors included in their impact functions
is time and path independent: the sequence of past impacts has no bearing in the present
and future response of the systems to further changes in climate. Furthermore, adaptation is
seldom explicitly included and in general the impact functions combine hazard, sensitivity
and adaptive capacity in an intractable way. Chapter 8 extends the study of dynamics in the
impact functions of IAMs using a theoretical approach to develop a new type of damage
functions that allow mapping economic losses in terms of how extreme global temperature
changes are in relation to the capacity of a system to deal with the climate conditions
experienced at a particular period of time. The system's sensitivity and adaptive capacity
are dynamic and explicit in this new impact function. Different formulations of impact
functions discussed in the literature arise as special cases of this generalized function.

Part III focuses on the estimation of the impacts of climate change at the regional/local
scale. Commonly used approaches and methods are critically analyzed and the potential
consequences of methodological shortcomings are illustrated using some of the most
important national climate change documents of Mexico. The first section of Part III
consists of four chapters (9 to 12) and is devoted to the development of improved
methodologies for different aspects of impact assessment ranging from risk and uncertainty,
natural variability and downscaling of climate scenarios. Impact assessment evaluations at
the local and regional scales critically rely on the adequacy of downscaling techniques and
in turn these studies provide the basis for most of the large-scale and global assessments of
climate change impacts, including those obtained by IAMs. Although downscaling is
usually considered as a problem for the physical sciences, this is another area of
opportunity for interdisciplinary studies. Econometric methods can provide new and more
robust approaches for statistical downscaling. Moreover, the circular economic relationship
between some of the causes of local climate change (i.e., urban heat island, land use
change) and the corresponding impacts justifies a closer interdisciplinary integration for
downscaling.
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Chapter 9 addresses a highly debated and relevant issue not only for the scientific
community but also for both policy-making and the general public: is there a climate
change trend in the observed records of the economic losses from extreme events? In order
to understand the evolution of the impacts of extreme events over time, it is critical to 1)
take into account the trends in exposure and vulnerability caused by societal change and 2)
properly model and test for the existence of trends in the relevant geophysical variables that
could suggest a potential climate change signal in observed losses. For the former, past
studies have applied a normalization procedure that is meant to remove the effects of
changes in population and wealth from the observed losses. However, the theoretical and
empirical foundations of this procedure are weak and the results based on it could be
misleading. The assumptions of the standard normalization procedure are critically revised
and its adequacy is empirically tested using the observed of economic damages from
hurricanes in the United States. A new, regression-based normalization procedure is
proposed which permits to test for the significance of the variables used to normalize losses
and to estimate the value of the normalization coefficients, instead of imposing arbitrary
values as is currently done in the literature. To evaluate the existence of trends in both
economic losses and related geophysical variables a range of statistical models and methods
are applied including count regression models and Box-Cox transformations. This chapter
challenges the commonly accepted finding of no climate change signal in losses from
extreme events and it suggests that the failure to detect such a trend is likely the product of
inadequate analysis techniques.

Existing methods for the assessment of the potential impacts of climate change in economic
activities and sectors are usually limited to point estimates that do not consider the inherent
variability and uncertainty of climatic and socioeconomic variables. This is a major
drawback given that only a limited and potentially misleading estimation of risk can be
expected when ignoring such important factors. Chapter 10 introduces a new methodology
for the risk assessment of climate variability and change under uncertainty. This
methodology is capable producing tailor-made information to assist decision-making under
uncertainty in a way that is consistent with the current state of knowledge and the available
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subjective expert information. A case study of coffee production in Mexico is presented.
Time-dependent probabilistic scenarios for production and income, conditional on the
agent’s beliefs and expert judgment, are developed for the average producer under
uncertain future conditions.

Chapters 11 and 12 turn to the challenge of downscaling methods for producing
regional/local climate change scenarios. The purpose of statistical downscaling in climate
change is to generate relevant information for the assessment of the potential impacts of
climate change on human and natural systems at the local scale that would help to guide
policy making. Therefore, the possible implications of using statistically inadequate models
for this task can have non-trivial consequences. These chapters underline the relevance of
econometric modeling and techniques to improve the current methods for downscaling.
Chapter 11 stresses the importance of recognizing that, contrary to most of the published
literature, statistical downscaling methods are based on probabilistic models and are not
merely optimization procedures to minimize/maximize some measure of error/fit. The
current approach for statistical downscaling does not guard against misspecified statistical
models and the occurrence of spurious results is likely if the assumptions of the underlying
probabilistic model are not satisfied. In this case, the physics included in climate change
scenarios obtained by general circulation models, could be replaced by irrelevant spatial
patterns and magnitudes produced by statistically inadequate models. This chapter includes
an illustrative example for monthly temperature for a region encompassing Mexico and the
southern part of the United States. A new methodology for downscaling based on the
Probabilistic Reduction is proposed and its advantages and limitations are discussed. The
importance of local factors that affect the local climate is suggested as one of the main
factors producing nonstationarities in the estimated relationships between large and small
scale variables. Chapter 12 expands what is presented in the previous chapter by proposing
a new methodology for generating climate change scenarios at the local scale based on
multivariate time series models and restricted forecast techniques.

The social relevance of climate change science depends to a great extent on its usefulness
for decision-making. National documents, financed by different government agencies, are
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some of the most relevant sources of information for supporting decision-making on issues
considered of prime importance for the country. As such, the academic evaluation of these
documents, and of the methodologies they are based on, is a necessary prerequisite for the
development of sound climate policy. The second section of Part III provides a critical
review of some of Mexico’s national climate change documents and underlines the
consequences of methodological shortcomings and flaws, the danger of using gray
literature to support national decision-making and the need for strengthening their
evaluation before they are applied or used as a model for other country or state level
studies. Given the influence that national documents can have on a wide variety of
decision-makers and social agents, as well as for developing national and international
public policy, it is argued that the review process for these documents should be at least as
rigorous as it is for scientific publications.

Chapters 13 and 14 evaluate the methodology applied for generating the regional climate
change scenarios for some of the national documents of Mexico, such as the Fourth
National Communication to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate
Change, the Fourth National Report to the Convention on Biological Diversity and The
Economics of Climate Change in Mexico. As is discussed in these chapters, the
methodological deficiencies are so grave that the usefulness of the assessments that were
conducted using these scenarios is put in to question.

The Economics of Climate Change in Mexico is a prominent national document designed
to guide the country’s stance on climate change issues and international negotiations. This
document also served as a model for estimating the costs of climate change in Central and
South America (ECLAC, 2009, 2010a, 2010b, 2010c), influencing the regional view of the
effects of climate change for Latin America as a whole. Due to its national and regional
importance, Chapter 15 is devoted to the evaluation of the consistency of the results and
conclusions of The Economics of Climate Change in Mexico and of some the
methodologies that were used to support them.
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